MSS GC March Meeting Summary
03/02/2023 from 8:30 a.m.-Noon EST

Actions Taken:

- New NMSS: Motion to approve the American Academy of Child and Adolescent Psychiatry as a NMSS. Motion passes.
- (MSSAI) Make GCAI’s Have a Receipt: Motion to support this item and work with AMA IT to implement an autoreply. Motion passes.
- (MSSAI) Committee Bylaws Governance: Motion to inform the author that Standing Committees are under the purview of the IOP’s and Governing Council, and request Standing Committees to publish their charters and transition documents in the institutional memory drive. Motion passes.
- (MSSAI) Clarity of Information Shared Regarding Couples Matching Data: Motion to deny MSSAI request and work with CME Councilor and NRMP Liaison to respond to author. Motion passes.
- (MSSAI) Acting on Policy for 90-day Prescription Refills Through Legislation: Motion to reach out to Advocacy Staff and Council on Legislation to see what is being done on this topic and any pending legislation. Motion passes.

Topics Discussed:

- MSS Board Liaisons discussed topics such as collaborative efforts in addressing firearm violence, Medicare reform, physician behavioral health, current threats to gender-affirming care, the provision of interpreter services, West Side United investment, scope of practice, and prior authorization.
- Staff from the Marketing and Member Experience team presented on membership recruitment tactics and Annual 2023 programming.
- GRAF has been planning for the Medical Student Advocacy Conference.